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Tools Identification
- Identification of Documents, Case Studies, Models, etc

Analysis and Discussion
- Individual Analysis and Group Discussion based on Identified Materials

Project Design
- Preparation of Documents and Presentations Envisage the Implementation of a Specific Programme

Program Management

Partnership Models

Coordination & Coherence

Vision & Leadership

Individual Analysis and Group Discussion based on Identified Materials

Preparation of Documents and Presentations Envisage the Implementation of a Specific Programme

Coordination & Coherence

Vision & Leadership
Ten critical components of school transformation

There are ten components of transformation that you need to consider. They fall into two categories - Leadership and policy, and 21st century pedagogy.
Develop a Plan for Intel® Education Transformation

CULTIVATING A STRATEGIC PLAN FOR CHANGE

TAKING STEPS TOWARD TRANSFORMATION

The journey to creating a successful learning environment starts with visionaries like you. By developing a strategic plan to drive change, you can bring your education vision to life.

Grounded in research, the Intel® Education Transformation Policy Tool for learning and teaching includes all aspects of the process, from providing leadership and policy development to adopting curriculum and choosing technology—all while maintaining sustainable program funding and constantly evaluating program success.

Our comprehensive Intel® Education Transformation Policy Guide provides insights, best practices, and practical strategies to advance your school's vision of education transformation.
Protecting Privacy in Connected Learning Toolkit
UNESCO ICT COMPETENCY FRAMEWORK FOR TEACHERS

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
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